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    DISTRICT:- HOJAI.         

    IN THE COURT OF S.D.J.M. (HOJAI), AT SANKARDEV NAGAR, NAGAON.

   Present:-Shri Ajoy Kumar Basumatary, 

B.Sc.(Hons), B.A., AJS,

        S.D.J.M.(Hojai).

                      G.R.Case. No.769/2010 

         State of Assam. -------Complainant. 

                   -V-

1) Abdul Sattar,

2) Anuwar Hussain and

3) Abdul MAzid.     .….…Accused persons. 

 

Ld. Counsel of the Prosecution:-      Abdul Hasib, Ld. Addl. P. P. Ass.

Ld. Counsel of the Accused person:- Biswajeet BAruah, HJI Bar. Ass.

Date of evidences record:- 07-06-2014 & 04-10-2016.

Date of recording statement U/S-313 of Cr. P. C.:28-10-2016,

Date of Argument:- 28-10-2016

Date of Judgment:- 28-10-2016

               

 J U D G M E N T

1) The prosecution story, in brief is like that the informant, Gadadhar Das lodged 

an ejahar in the PS-Murajhar on 17-08-2010 against the accused persons stating 

inter-alia that on the previous night, at about 12’ o clock (midnight) one pair of red 

colour bullock was found missing from his cowshed. After searching everywhere and 

following the footprints of the bullocks reached the house of the accused persons 



and recovered his stolen bullocks from the house of the accused persons. Thus, the 

present case comes before the court against the accused persons.

 

2) The ejahar /FIR was registered and police set on motion for investigation and 

finally after investigation, the police investigating officer has submitted the charge-

sheet U/S-379/411 of IPC.

3)  Accused no-1 & 2 had to remain in jail for few days during investigation and 

later the accused persons were allowed to remain on bail during the trial. 

The necessary copies were also furnished to the accused U/S-207 of Cr. P. C.

Finding a prima-facie case on the offences of Section-379/411/34 of IPC, the 

then  Ld.  Trial  Magistrate  explained  and  read  over  the  particular  of  the  alleged 

offences /charges to the accused persons, to which they pleaded not guilty  and 

claimed to be tried. Accordingly, the accused persons stand charged U/S-379/411/34 

of IPC. 

4)      POINT FOR DETERMINATION:-

Whether the accused persons had committed the offences of Section-379/411 

of  IPC  in  furtherance  of  common  intention  as  allegations  levied  by  the 

informant/prosecution and he is punishable under Section-379/411/34 of IPC 

or not?

5)       DISCUSSION, REASONS AND DECISIONS THEREOF:-

I have heard both the sides and also carefully perused the evidences available 

with the record. The prosecution has examined as many as 03 witnesses, namely- 

PW1: Gadhadhar Das, PW2: Vidya Sagar Das and PW3: Md. Minaz Uddin. 
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It is seen that during the cross examination, PW1: Informant has stated that he 

did  not  know who had actually  committed the theft  of  the bullocks.  The stolen 

bullock recovered from a forest backside of the house of the accused, i.e. about 5 

kms away from his house. He did not know who had kept his bullocks in the forest. 

There is a path in front of his house, on which many goats, cattle etc. used to pass 

by. On the night of the incident, there was heavy rain. He had written his ejahar by 

an advocate clerk/  scribe.  Ext-1 is  his  ejahar and Ext-1(1)  is  his  signature.  The 

bullocks were found nearby the house of the accused persons and there were atleast 

2-3 houses within the compound of the house of the accused persons. He did not 

know who were living in the said houses at the time of the incident. 

PW2 deposed that the informant is his younger brother and about 4 years back 

on 10-08-2010 at 12 O’clock midnight one pair of red colour bullocks was found 

stolen  from  the  cowshed  of  the  informant  (PW1).  Their  villagers  searched  the 

bullocks everywhere and following the footprints of the bullocks reached the house 

of the accused persons and recovered the stolen bullocks from a jungle, situated 

backside of the house of the accused, Sattar. 

PW1 and PW2 both of them stated similarly and confirmed that PW1 recognized 

the bullocks and already got the custody /zimma of the bullocks from the police. Ext-

2 is the seizure list of the bullocks and Ext-3 is the Zimma nama wherein Ext-2(1) & 

Ext-3(1) are the signatures of PW2.

During the cross examination, PW2 deposed that he had not seen the occurrence 

of the theft and there is no witness to the fact that the accused persons had kept 

the bullocks in jungle. He also stated that they apprehended the accused persons on 

mere suspect only. 

PW3 also deposed that on the night of the incident, he heard hue and cry made 

by the informant. He stated that the informant (PW1) was shouting that his bullocks 

had been stolen by someone from his cowshed. The villagers including the informant 

searched the bullocks and finally discovered the bullocks following their footprints. 

Police had given zimma of the bullocks to the informant.



He clearly stated that he was not present in the spot from where the bullocks 

had been discovered. He confirmed that he did not know the place from which place 

the informant had discovered the bullocks. 

Accused persons had totally denied the allegations levied by the prosecution 

witnesses  /informant.  They  claimed  innocent  in  the  case.  However  the  defence 

declined to adduce defence evidence. 

It is an old pending case. The prosecution got sufficient time to adduce their 

evidences  but  failed  to  present  remaining  witnesses  after  examining  the  above 

witnesses. It is the fundamental duty of the prosecution to prove its case beyond all 

reasonable doubts. Here in the present case, there is no witness to show the fact 

that the stolen bullocks were recovered from the possession of the accused persons 

after theft and there is also no witness to the fact that the accused persons had 

committed the alleged theft.  The Prosecution has miserably failed to prove its case 

against the accused persons. 

6)   O-R-D-E-R

                       Accused persons are present before the court.

 The prosecution has failed to prove the case beyond all reasonable doubts 

against  the accused persons  hence the  accused persons  are  acquitted  from the 

charges of the case. 

7) The I. O. is to be informed to dispose of or return the seized articles, if any in 

due course of time as per law. 

Bench Assistant is to take steps.

8)   The Judgment is given under my hand, with sign and seal of the court and 

delivered in the open court in presence of both the sides today, on the 28 th day of 

October-2016 at Sankardev Nagar, at Hojai.
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9)      This case is disposed of accordingly.

      

      (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS)

                      S.D.J.M. HOJAI.

APPENDIX-

10) PW1: Gadhadhar Das,

PW2: Vidya Sagar Das and

PW3: Md. Minaz Uddin.

          (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS)

     S.D.J.M. HOJAI.

 ******************************************   


